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Abstract: The European Union strives for sharp reductions in both CO2 emissions as well as primary
energy use. Electricity consuming technologies are becoming increasingly important in this context,
due to the ongoing electrification of transport and heating services. To correctly evaluate these
technologies, conversion factors are needed—namely CO2 intensities and primary energy factors
(PEFs). However, this evaluation is hindered by the unavailability of a high-quality database of
conversion factor values. Ideally, such a database has a broad geographical scope, a high temporal
resolution and considers cross-country exchanges of electricity as well as future evolutions in the
electricity mix. In this paper, a state-of-the-art unit commitment economic dispatch model of the
European electricity system is developed and a flow-tracing technique is innovatively applied to
future scenarios (2025–2040)—to generate such a database and make it publicly available. Important
dynamics are revealed, including an overall decrease in conversion factor values as well as consid-
erable temporal variability at both the seasonal and hourly level. Furthermore, the importance of
taking into account imports and carefully considering the calculation methodology for PEFs are both
confirmed. Future estimates of the CO2 emissions and primary energy use associated with individual
electrical loads can be meaningfully improved by taking into account these dynamics.
Keywords: CO2 intensity; primary energy factor; Europe; electricity; electric vehicle; heat pump
1. Introduction
The European Union (EU) strives for sharp reductions in both its primary energy
use and CO2 emissions, as formalized in the flagship 2030 policy targets [1]. Electricity-
consuming technologies play an increasingly important role in this regard, due to the
ongoing electrification of transport and heating services. This underscores the need to prop-
erly evaluate the CO2 emissions and primary energy use of individual electrical loads—for
which conversion factors such as CO2 intensities and primary energy factors (PEFs) are
needed. For example, the CO2 emissions associated with charging an electric vehicle (EV)
can be estimated using a CO2 intensity (expressed in kg/MWh), and the primary energy
use associated with an electric heat pump (HP) can be estimated using a PEF (expressed
in MWhp/MWhe). MWhe stands for electrical energy while MWhp stands for primary
energy, which is consumed in the electricity generation process—typically by burning fuels,
which contain potential energy in the form of chemical bonds. Both conversion factors
reflect how the consumed electricity was produced.
The calculation and use of conversion factors is a contentious issue, because they can
affect the outcome of a variety of analyses. For example, previous work has indicated
that the CO2 emissions savings realized by substituting fossil-fueled vehicles with EVs
are largely dependent on the assumed CO2 intensity of the electricity used to charge the
EVs [2,3]. It is even shown in this work that differences in the assumed CO2 intensity
can lead to completely opposing conclusions with respect to the merits of EVs. Similarly,
PEFs influence the degree to which the installation of a HP or solar panels results in the
reduction of a building’s primary energy use [4,5]. From the perspective of HPs, a lower
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PEF is beneficial because it means the consumed electricity is associated with a lower
amount of primary energy use. Meanwhile, a higher PEF is beneficial for solar panels,
because their electricity production is typically multiplied by the PEF to calculate the
reduction in a building’s primary energy use. This assumes that the electricity production
by the solar panels displaces electricity production that would have otherwise taken place
in the (national) electricity system [6–8]. Due to its interactions with both HPs and solar
panels, PEFs can also determine whether or not a building qualifies as a nearly zero energy
building [9].
Across the academic literature, conversion factors are used in a variety of applications.
Most frequently, they are used to evaluate various building renovation scenarios or design
options for newly-built projects [10–17]. In these cases, the primary energy use and CO2
emissions are calculated for certain renovation measures or building designs. Some of
the other applications for which conversion factors are used in the literature include an
assessment of the CO2 emissions reduction potential of energy communities [7], the design
of control strategies for flexible electricity demand [18], and even an assessment of the
benefits of electrifying offshore oil platforms [19].
Crucially, conversion factors are subject to a number of methodological characteristics.
First of all, their temporal resolution can reflect the electricity mix across an entire year,
or across a single season, month, or hour. Secondly, conversion factors can either be
based on electricity generation that has taken place in the past (referring to a particular
historical year), or on an estimation of what the electricity production mix will look like
at some point in the future. This can be referred to as a conversion factor’s temporal scope.
Thirdly, some conversion factors only consider the electricity production within a given
country, while others take into account the electricity imported from other countries as
well. For each of these three methodological characteristics, the recent literature indicates
that “inferior” approaches are still being widely used.
In terms of temporal resolutions, many recent studies still use yearly conversion
factors [8,20–23], even though it has been widely recognized elsewhere that it is often better
to use monthly or even hourly conversion factors [24–29]. By using higher resolutions,
temporal changes in the electricity mix are better taken into account. For example, it may
be important to consider the seasonal fluctuation of a PEF when the primary energy use
associated with a HP is calculated, given the fact that both the PEF itself and the electricity
consumption of the HP can vary significantly from season to season. Similarly, it may be
important to consider the hourly fluctuations of a CO2 intensity when the CO2 emissions
associated with charging an EV (during particular hours of the day) are being calculated.
Yearly conversion factors ignore these important temporal variations, leading to inaccurate
results [24–29].
In terms of temporal scopes, it is clear that retrospective conversion factors—which are
based on the electricity mix as observed at some point in the past—are still dominant in
the literature [24,30–33]. In these cases, results are at risk of quickly becoming outdated,
given the fact that the electricity mix is rapidly changing across Europe. For example,
calculating the primary energy use associated with a HP on the basis of a PEF that refers to
a country’s electricity mix several years ago could be problematic, especially if the results
are meant to inform future policies. A few recent studies have therefore opted to use
prospective conversion factors, anticipating future changes in the electricity mix [8,34–37].
Whether it is the primary energy use associated with a HP that is being estimated, the CO2
emissions associated with charging EVs, or any other application of conversion factors,
prospective values can be considered a superior option if the goal is to inform policies in a
forward-looking way.
In line with the frequent use of yearly temporal resolutions and retrospective conver-
sion factors, the handling of imported electricity in the calculation of conversion factors is
another methodological issue that is found in the literature. Many recent studies still use
conversion factors that do not consider the imports of electricity from neighboring coun-
tries [4,5,28,38–42]. Whenever a country covers a large share of its electricity consumption
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with imports from other countries, taking these imports into account can be of considerable
importance. For example, the CO2 emissions associated with charging an EV in Belgium
may not only be determined by the electricity mix in Belgium, but also by the electricity
mix of the countries it imports from (e.g., France and Germany).
Increasing the use of hourly and prospective conversion factors, which also take
into account imports, could improve the future research endeavors in which the primary
energy use and CO2 emissions associated with a variety of electrical loads is calculated.
Furthermore, it could thereby also lead to improvements in the policies that are aimed
at realizing reductions on those two fronts. However, the thorough calculation of such
conversion factors constitutes a considerable challenge, because it requires a sophisticated
modelling exercise—in which the interconnected European electricity system of the future
is simulated in a rigorous way. Because of this, a publicly available and up-to-date database
of the described conversion factors has so far remained unavailable—and this has been
recognized as a barrier to research in a variety of recent studies [4,8,37,43,44], indicating a
gap in the literature.
The present paper addresses this gap by developing and using a state-of-the-art
model of the future European electricity system and innovatively applying a flow-tracing
technique to its outputs, to generate the desired database of conversion factors. Not only
does the applied methodology allow for the calculation of conversion factors that have
an hourly temporal resolution, consider future evolutions in the electricity mix and take
into account imports, but it also has a broad geographical scope (covering 28 European
countries). This is another element that is beneficial to support future research, because
many contemporary studies still make use of conversion factors that refer only to a single
country [5,42,45–48]—even though the benefits of considering multiple conversion factors for
a range of different countries have been widely demonstrated in other studies [3,9,28,49,50].
Another benefit of the methodology applied in this paper is the fact that both “average”
and “marginal” conversion factors can be calculated—which are used for different purposes.
Average conversion factors consider the entire electricity mix and are typically used for any
kind of “accounting” exercise, like the calculation of the primary energy use of a building.
Marginal conversion factors on the other hand consider only the marginal electricity
generation technology, and are typically used when a change in primary energy use of
emissions in being estimated [29,42,51–53]. For example, when estimating the savings
in CO2 emissions that are made possible by charging an EV during particular hours of
the day [42]. It is important to include both kinds of conversion factors in the generated
database, to maximally support future research across the variety of potential applications.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, the methodology
used to generate the desired database is explained in detail. In Section 3, the database
is discussed from a high-level perspective, through a number of summarizing figures
pinpointing the most important insights and revealed dynamics. Section 4 highlights
the value and potential implications of each of the mentioned database characteristics,
from the perspective of various conversion factor applications. Section 5 concludes with a
summarizing recap and reflection on the enabled future research.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Overview
The methodology used to generate the conversion factor database consists of three
main parts. The first and most important part is the development of a unit commitment
economic dispatch (UCED) model to simulate the future European electricity system.
In Section 2.2, the basic structure of the model and its features are explained, as well as
the applied scenario framework. The goal of this detailed explanation is not only to allow
for a correct interpretation of the results, but also to enable anyone who is interested to
replicate the model—supporting future research in which there is a need to rigorously
simulate the future European electricity system. The output of the UCED model lays
the foundation for the calculation of the conversion factors, but in order to correctly take
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into account imports, another methodological step is required. This step is explained in
Section 2.3, in which a flow tracing technique is innovatively applied to the output of the
UCED model. Flow-tracing disaggregates the flows across the European network and
determines—for each country and for every timestep—where the electricity it is importing
was generated. Finally, Section 2.4 explains how the output of the UCED model and
the flow-tracing technique is translated into conversion factor values. This includes an
explanation of how both “average” and “marginal” conversion factors are calculated,
as well as why (and how) two varieties of PEF values are calculated. Figure 1 presents a
structural overview of the methodology, graphically illustrating the connection between the
following Sections 2.2–2.4 as well as the final output of this exercise, namely the generated
conversion factor database and the accompanying results and discussion sections.
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2. . UCED Model
A state- t UCED model is developed, to simulate the hourly dispatch of
electricity g nerators in the f ture European electricit system. It includes 28 countries,
namely 25 EU e ll ut alta and Cyprus), supplemented with Norway,
Switzerland and the it i ( K). Model param ters are based on the scenarios
established by the E r t rk of Transmission System Operators for Electricity
(ENTSO-E), in its latest e ear et ork Development Plan (TYNDP) 2020 report [54].
The report includes three scenarios. ne covering the years 2025, 2030 and 2040, and two
covering only the years 2030 and 2040. The former is called “National Trends” (NT), while
the latter two are called “Distributed Energy” (DE) and “Global Ambition” (GA). These
scenarios lay the foundation for a rigorous analysis of future conversion factors, covering a
variety of potential directions in which the European system could evolve. While the NT
scenario is compliant with the national energy and climate plans (NECPs), the DE and GA
scenarios are compliant with the 1.5 ◦C target of the Paris Agreement and take into account
the EU’s 2030 targets.
In addition to 28 country nodes, the UCED model contains 59 interconnecting lines,
as shown in Figure 2. The transmission grids within countries are assumed to be “copper
plates” and the interconnecting lines between any pair of two countries are aggregated
(while, in practice, multiple separate lines may exist across the geographical border).
These simplifications are necessary to keep the simulations computationally manageable,
and because the ENTSO-E scenarios do not contain detailed representations of the national
transmission grids (let alone distribution grids). Moreover, the goal of the UCED model
is to estimate conversion factors at the national level—to support policy and technical
analyses in need of them. The model’s focus therefore lies in accurately capturing national
dispatching dynamics across 28 European countries. Both seasonally and at the hourly level,
while taking into account imports and exports. The hourly temporal resolution is itself
chosen because this is the resolution of the ENTSO-E electricity demand and renewable
energy capacity factor profiles [54]. Sufficient input data at higher temporal resolutions is
unfortunately unavailable, e.g., to simulate electricity markets clearing at 15-min intervals.
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Figure 2. Geographical scope of the unit commitment economic dispatch (UCED) model. Dotted
lines represent transmission connections that are not (yet) built in every scenario-year. Cross-border
exchanges with the surrounding area (e.g., Russia, Turkey and the non-EU countries in the Balkan
region) are neglected, given the fact they are responsible for less than 1% of electricity consumed in
the modelled region [55].
There are four motivations for choosing ENTSO-E’s scenarios to populate the model
with appropriate parameters. First of all, the scenarios represent the combined expertise
of 42 Transmission system operators, each contributing their own detailed knowledge
about the electricity demand and generation capacities within their respective control areas.
Secondly, the development of the TYNDP 2020 scenarios is supported by a substantial
process of stakeholder consultation. Non-governmental organizations, various market
parties and academics are all involved in reviewing and adapting the assumptions and
hypotheses that go into the scenarios. Together with ENTSO-E’s considerable in-house
expertise, this guarantees a best-possible effort to rigorously forecast the future European
electricity system. Thirdly, the ENTSO-E scenarios contain the most expansive and detailed
set of internally consistent assumptions and input variables:
l i t f l t t s f c al la ts.
il l fi
, t t , st rt- f el cons ti , vari l o erati an aintena ce
t , i i ti , i i t l ti l l , i t i -
t , f r t r t s 2 i i f t r )
rl r files f r electricit e electricit e er ti i , s l r a
hy ro technologies in every co ntry (for 2025, 2030 an 2040)
• et transfer capacities of the trans ission lines interconnecting countries
• Fuel and C prices (Table 2)
Finally, the ENTSO-E scenarios contain both forecasts based on policies as well as
least-cost optimization. The NT scenario primarily consists of a “best estimate” of how the
European system will evolve if all current and announced policies are implemented, while
the DE and GA scenarios primarily rely on a “least-cost” investment optimization model
to determine model parameters like installed capacities per generation technology and net
transfer capacities. The value of the “best estimate” approach lies in its consideration for
the observed and expected constraints on the speed and realization of the energy transition.
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Meanwhile, the “least cost” approach is more in line with established forecasting methods
in the literature [56]. It presents a picture of a more ideal European system—both in terms
of total costs and CO2 emissions—which could be realized with additional policies.
Table 1. Overview of technologies included in the UCED model.
Weather Dependent Gas-Based Coal-Based Oil-Based Other
Solar Gas CCGT CCS Hard coal new Heavy oil old 1 Nuclear
Solar Thermal Gas CCGT new Hard coal new Bio Heavy oil old 1 Bio Battery
Wind offshore Gas CCGT new CCS Hard coal old 1 Heavy oil old 2 DSR
Wind onshore Gas CCGT old 1 Hard coal old 1 Bio Light oil Other non-RES
Hydro PS (closed) Gas CCGT old 2 Hard coal old 2 Oil shale new Other RES
Hydro PS (open) Gas CCGT old 2 Bio Hard coal old 2 Bio Oil shale new Bio
Hydro Reservoir Gas CCGT present 1 Lignite new Oil shale old
Hydro RoR Gas CCGT present 1 CCS Lignite old 1
Gas CCGT present 2 Lignite old 1 Bio
Gas CCGT present 2 CCS Lignite old 2
Gas conventional old 1 Lignite old 2 Bio
Gas conventional old 2
Gas conventional old 2 Bio
Gas OCGT new
Gas OCGT old
Note: The disaggregation of technologies is explained in the ENTSO-E TYNDP 2020 reports [54,57,58].
Table 2. Fuel and CO2 prices in the TYNDP 2020 scenarios.
(€/GJ) NT.2025 NT.2030 NT.2040 DE.2030 DE.2040 GA.2030 GA.2040
Gas 6.46 6.91 7.31 6.91 7.31 6.91 7.31
Hard coal 3.79 4.30 6.91 4.30 6.91 4.30 6.91
Heavy oil 13.26 14.63 17.21 14.63 17.21 14.63 17.21
Light oil 18.80 20.51 22.15 20.51 22.15 20.51 22.15
Lignite 1.10 1.10 1.10 1.10 1.10 1.10 1.10
Nuclear 0.47 0.47 0.47 0.47 0.47 0.47 0.47
Oil shale 2.30 2.30 2.30 2.30 2.30 2.30 2.30
(€/tonne)
CO2 23 28 75 53 100 35 80
Note: Fuel prices do not differ across scenarios. Details on the methodology used by ENTSO-E to determine CO2
prices can be found in [57]. The modelling approach with respect to biofuels is explained in Appendix A.
For each of the included countries, the model contains a detailed representation of
both the demand and supply sides. On the demand side, the hourly electricity profiles
take into account expected trends in both the “traditional” electricity demand as well as
the proliferation of heat pumps and electric vehicles. Given the variety of assumptions,
the demand profiles vary across the three scenarios. Detailed information about how
ENTSO-E produced the demand profiles can be found in the TYNDP 2020 methodology
report [57]. On the supply side, evolutions in the installed capacities of all electricity
generation technologies are considered—with a “best estimate” as well as a “least cost”
approach (as explained above). In both cases, the projected phase-outs of coal and nuclear
technologies (in certain countries) are considered as well. Moreover, it should be noted
that all of the scenarios contain a sharp increase in renewable energy generation across
Europe—although the precise amount differs from country to country. In [59], the current
differences across European countries in terms of their renewable energy development are
explored in detail, which can serve as a background to the developments that are forecasted
in the scenarios simulated with the UCED model.
To simulate the dispatch of electricity generators as accurately as possible, the char-
acteristics of all generation technologies are maximally taken into account. Weather-
dependent technologies like wind, solar and run-of-river hydro are considered on a
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country-by-country basis. They are essentially modelled as “free” generators, and are
therefore dispatched according to the hourly capacity factor profiles. These are based
on historical weather data (as observed by satellites), but also considering technological
improvements. For example, the profiles for offshore wind have higher capacity factors in
2030 than in 2025, reflecting the fact that offshore windmills become better over time at
capturing the available wind.
Reservoir hydro also deserves careful attention, because it represents a significant
share of total electricity production in several European countries (including Austria,
Switzerland, Norway and Sweden). However, correctly simulating its role in the overall
dispatch is challenging due to several aspects related to its complex nature. These include
the size of the reservoirs and volumes of water they contain at the start of the simulation,
as well as the natural inflows of water that occur throughout the year. Our model includes
these elements, based on parameters found in the specialized hydro-database released by
ENTSO-E [60].
The full simulation of the UCED model consists of three stages, whereby the output of
each one feeds into the next. First, the model starts by considering the typical maintenance
needs of every generator unit in the system, and optimally schedules maintenances across
the year. Then the full year is simulated at once, applying only the linear optimization
constraints and using a low temporal resolution of four time periods per day. Similar to the
final phase, this simulation performs both unit commitment as well as economic dispatch.
Typical examples of linear optimization constraints are a generator’s maximum generation
capacity, starting costs and variable O&M costs. When MIP constraints like a minimum
stable generation level or minimum up and down times are excluded, the simulation
remains a linear optimization problem—which is easier to solve, but ignores dispatching
dynamics that are important at the hourly level. The full-year simulation determines
the optimal storage and utilization of energy in the hydro reservoirs across the year.
Finally, the hourly simulation is executed in full detail. This consists of a mixed integer
program (MIP), in which the optimization objective is to minimize the total cost of electricity
generation. Technical constraints of the generators and interconnection lines need to be
respected and a high cost is associated with failing to meet the hourly electricity demand in
any particular country. Further details on our UCED model are provided in Appendix A,
which includes both a more comprehensive explanation of some of the modelling aspects
already explained, as well as additional information about the modelling of non-renewable
technologies and the applied simulation tool—PLEXOS (developed by Energy Exemplar,
https://energyexemplar.com accessed on 6 March 2021).
2.3. Flow Tracing
To estimate future national conversion factors taking into account imports from other
countries, the UCED model on its own is not sufficient. The output of the UCED model is
limited to the generation by each technology in every country, as well as the flows on the
interconnecting lines—for every hour. In itself, this does not reveal where the electricity
consumed in each country was produced. For example, Portugal may be importing from
Spain, but this electricity may have been (partially) produced in France. To estimate a
conversion factor of electricity consumed in Portugal (e.g., its CO2 intensity), information
is required about how much of the imported energy was generated in Spain, France and
elsewhere in Europe. It is a feature of any traditional UCED model that it cannot produce
such information on its own.
A technique called flow tracing is required to find out where the electricity imported
and consumed in any given country was effectively produced. This allows conversion fac-
tors to be distinguished from two perspectives. From a production perspective, conversion
factors only consider the electricity produced within a given country. From a consumption
perspective, conversion factors consider the electricity imported from other countries as
well. For example, while the electricity produced in Belgium may have a CO2 intensity of
100 kg/MWh, electricity consumed in Belgium may have a CO2 intensity of 200 kg/MWh,
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if 50% of electricity is imported from a country with a more carbon-intensive electricity
production mix (300 kg/MWh). To take into account cumulative grid-losses of 10% across
transmission and distribution—as proposed by [24]—consumption perspective values are
multiplied by a factor of 1.1. Figure 3d illustrates how production- and consumption-
perspective values can differ from each other on an hourly basis.
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spective conversion factors shown in Figure 3d—which also shows how the estimated 
hourly PEFs can differ, depending on the applied calculation methodology (Section 2.4). 
Flow tracing requires that two assumptions are made. The first is a simplified inter-
pretation of Kirchhoff’s current law, namely that the sums of all incoming and outgoing 
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Figure 4 depicts a generic country node N, accompanied by a number of incoming 
and outgoing flows. At every such country node, the sums of incoming (green) and out-
going (red) flows must always be equal. Incoming flows originate first and foremost from 
the electricity production by country N’s regular generators (Pn) and storage generators 
(Sn). Batteries and pumped hydro technologies are both examples of storage generators. 
Other incoming flows come from the interconnecting lines between N and other countries. 
For example, there may be an incoming flow on the interconnecting line with country M 
(Lm->n). All incoming flows are evenly mixed and spread proportionally across the different 
outgoing flows. These are the electricity demand in country N (Dn), the electricity demand 
from large-scale storage generators in country N (Sn) and the outgoing flows on intercon-
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Figure 3. Overview of the methodol gical steps from the UCED model and the flow-tracing technique to the calculated
hourly conversion factors, showing a ten-day period for Belgium in the scenario-year NT.2030: (a) Electricity generation,
imports and exports; (b) imports, exports, and net imports; (c) flow-traced disaggregation of net imports; (d) hourly CO2
intensity (kg/MWh) and PEF (MWhp/MWhe), both from a production and consumption perspective, and (in the case of
PEF) showing values for both the considered calculation methodologies.
Several recent studies have already adopted the flow tracing technique and explained
it in detail [61–65]. As described in these studies, flow tracing essentially consists of
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creating and solving a system of linear equations, in which there are a number of known
and unknown variables. The known variables are the electricity generation and demand in
every country, as well as the flows on every interconnecting line (i.e., the output parameters
of the UCED model). The unknown variables are the shares of each country’s electricity
generation in every total line flow. Solving this system of equations could for example
reveal that a total of 1.000 MWh being imported by Portugal from Spain, consists of
600 MWh produced in Spain, 300 MWh produced in France and 100 MWh produced in
Belgium. Figure 3c visualizes this type of disaggregation.
In its entirety, Figure 3 provides an overview of the functioning of the UCED model
and the application of the flow tracing technique for an illustrative period of ten days.
The electricity generation taking place in Figure 3a is translated directly into the production
perspective conversion factors shown in Figure 3d. Meanwhile, net imports shown in
Figure 3b are disaggregated using flow tracing (Figure 3c), to derive the consumption-
perspective conversion factors shown in Figure 3d—which also shows how the estimated
hourly PEFs can differ, depending on the applied calculation methodology (Section 2.4).
Flow tracing requires that two assumptions are made. The first is a simplified interpre-
tation of Kirchhoff’s current law, namely that the sums of all incoming and outgoing flows
at any given (country) node must be equal to each other (Figure 4). The second assumption
is the principle of proportional sharing between incoming and outgoing flows at any node.
This means that all incoming flows are evenly “mixed” at the node, and spread across the
outgoing flows.
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Previous studies have only applied the flow tracing technique to historical electricity 
generation data, to determine the differences between production and consumption per-
spective CO2 intensities across Europe for the year 2017, and across the United States for 
the year 2016 [63,65]. However, flow tracing can also be applied to the output of UCED 
simulations of future electricity system scenarios. In fact, the increasing interconnectivity 
and cross-border trade within the future European electricity system makes it even more 
relevant to apply flow tracing and consider conversion factors from a consumption per-
spective. Moreover, the fact that previous flow-tracing studies have only focused on CO2 
intensities forms another limitation [63,65], given the fact that it is equally relevant to ap-
ply the technique to the estimation of primary energy factors. Similar to the fact that it is 
worth knowing the consumption perspective CO2 intensity associated with charging an 
electric vehicle, it is worth knowing the consumption perspective PEF when the primary 
energy use associated with a building is estimated. To the author’s best knowledge, the 
present study is not only the first one to apply flow-tracing to future scenarios for the 
European electricity system, but also the first one to use the technique to calculate both 
CO2 intensities and PEFs from a consumption perspective. 
2.4. Calculation of Conversion Factors 
2.4.1. Average Values 
Average conversion factors relate to the entire electricity mix. They are calculated 
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The PEF for electricity produced in country i, timestep t, is calculated as a weighted 
average, taking into account the electricity production (P) by each generator j that is lo-
cated in the country, its respective technology-related PEF (PEF’), and the total electricity 
production in the country (TP). In the case of a consumption perspective, net import is 
considered as an additional technology—the conversion factor of which is found through 
flow tracing (Section 2.3)—and TP is replaced with total consumption. 
Conversion factors can be calculated for any timestep, including hours, seasons or 
the entire simulated year. They can also be calculated for the UCED model’s 28-country 
region in its entirety. In each case, the share of every generation technology in the total 
amount of electricity—Equation (1)’s denominator—is accurately taken into account. This 
means that a yearly conversion factor is not simply the average of hourly values across 
the year, and a European-level conversion factor is not simply the average of national 
values. Extrapolations across both time and space are appropriately weighed. 
Table 3 presents an overview of the assumptions used for each technology. For ther-
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Figure 4 depicts a gen ric country node N, accompanied by a number of incoming and
outgoing flows. At every such country node, th sums of incoming (green) and outgoing
(red) flows must always be equal. Inc ming flows origi ate fir t and for most from
the el ctricity production by country N’s re ul r generators (Pn) and storage generators
(Sn). B tteries and pumped hydro technologies are both examples of storage generators.
Other incoming flows come from the interconnecti g lines between N and other countries.
For example, there may be an i comi g flow on the i terconnecting line with country
M (Lm->n). All incoming flows are evenly mixed and spread proportionally across the
different outgoing flows. These are the electricity demand in country N (Dn), the electricity
demand from large-scale storage generators in country N (Sn) and the outgoing flows on
interconnecting lines—for example towards country K (Ln->k).
Previous studies have only applied the flow tracing technique to historical electricity
generation data, to determine the differences between production and consumption per-
spective CO2 intensities across Europe for the year 2017, and across the United States for
the year 2016 [63,65]. However, flow tracing can also be applied to the output of UCED
simulations of future electricity system scenarios. In fact, the increasing interconnectivity
and cross-border trade within the future European electricity system makes it even more
relevant to apply flow tracing and consider conversion factors from a consumption per-
spective. Moreover, the fact that previous flow-tracing studies have only focused on CO2
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intensities forms another limitation [63,65], given the fact that it is equally relevant to apply
the technique to the estimation of primary energy factors. Similar to the fact that it is worth
knowing the consumption perspective CO2 intensity associated with charging an electric
vehicle, it is worth knowing the consumption perspective PEF when the primary energy
use associated with a building is estimated. To the author’s best knowledge, the present
study is not only the first one to apply flow-tracing to future scenarios for the European
electricity system, but also the first one to use the technique to calculate both CO2 intensities
and PEFs from a consumption perspective.
2.4. Calculation of Conversion Factors
2.4.1. Average Values
Average conversion factors relate to the entire electricity mix. They are calculated ac-









The PEF for electricity produced in country i, timestep t, is calculated as a weighted
average, taking into account the electricity production (P) by each generator j that is
located in the country, its respective technology-related PEF (PEF′), and the total electricity
production in the country (TP). In the case of a consumption perspective, net import is
considered as an additional technology—the conversion factor of which is found through
flow tracing (Section 2.3)—and TP is replaced with total consumption.
Conversion factors can be calculated for any timestep, including hours, seasons or the
entire simulated year. They can also be calculated for the UCED model’s 28-country region
in its entirety. In each case, the share of every generation technology in the total amount
of electricity—Equation (1)’s denominator—is accurately taken into account. This means
that a yearly conversion factor is not simply the average of hourly values across the
year, and a European-level conversion factor is not simply the average of national values.
Extrapolations across both time and space are appropriately weighed.
Table 3 presents an overview of the assumptions used for each technology. For thermal
generation technologies, the PEF is based on the conversion efficiency. For example, the PEF
for nuclear is 3, based on the assumed conversion efficiency of 33% (1/0.33 = 3), meaning
that 3 units of primary energy are consumed for every unit of electricity produced by
nuclear generation units in the UCED model.
For wind, solar and hydro technologies, a PEF value of either 0 or 1 can be chosen.
Both options are methodologically valid, although a value of 1 is chosen most often [66].
The associated debate revolves around the question of whether or not a unit of primary
energy is “consumed” (in the same sense of a thermal generator consuming its fuel) when
a wind, solar or hydro generator produces a kWh of electricity. Assuming a value of 1 is
called the “direct equivalent” or “physical energy content” method, which is used by
Eurostat and the IEA [66]. Assuming a value 0 is called the “zero equivalency method”,
which is sometimes used in the building-related energy literature [25,27,30]. Due to the
large impact of this methodological choice on the overall PEF of electricity—especially in
future scenarios with a higher penetration of renewables—results are generated using both
options (Section 3.6).
For the technologies left out of Table 3, the following assumptions are made—in line
with the TYNDP 2020 scenarios. Bio varieties are assumed to have a PEF equal to their
traditional counterparts, and a CO2 intensity of 0. Varieties using carbon capture and
storage (CCS) have a slightly worse conversion efficiency (i.e., a slightly higher PEF) and
an approximately 90% lower CO2 intensity. The technologies “Other RES” and “Other
non-RES” are assumed to have a PEF of 2.2. In terms of CO2 intensity, “Other RES” is
assumed to have a value of 0, while the value of “Other non-RES” varies between 100 and
600 kg/MWh—depending on the scenario.
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Gas CCGT new 342 1.7
Gas CCGT old 1 513 2.5
Gas CCGT old 2 428 2.1
Gas CCGT present 1 366 1.8
Gas CCGT present 2 354 1.7
Gas conventional old 1 570 2.8
Gas conventional old 2 500 2.4
Gas OCGT new 489 2.4
Gas OCGT old 586 2.9
Hard coal new 736 2.2
Hard coal old 1 967 2.9
Hard coal old 2 846 2.5
Lignite new 790 2.2
Lignite old 1 1039 2.9
Lignite old 2 909 2.5
Heavy oil old 1 802 2.9
Heavy oil old 2 702 2.5
Light oil 802 2.9
Oil shale new 923 2.6
Oil shale old 1241 3.4
Solar, wind, hydro 0 0 or 1
Note: The values for every technology remain constant across the simulated scenarios and timeframes (e.g.,
2025, 2030 and 2040), with the exception of the CO2 intensities of gas technologies. These are lower in the
“Distributed Energy” and “Global Ambition” scenarios [57]. For example, “Gas CCGT new” has a CO2 intensity
of 300 kg/MWh in the year 2030, and 157 kg/MWh in the year 2040. This reflects the partial use of low-carbon
gas, which is included in the storylines of these scenarios.
2.4.2. Marginal Values
Marginal conversion factors relate to the marginal electricity generation technology.
They are simply equal to the PEF or CO2 intensity of whichever technology is marginal
during a particular hour. Due to the fact that the marginal technology can change from
hour to hour, it does not make conceptual sense to estimate a marginal technology for
longer time periods like seasons or an entire year. Neither does it make sense to distinguish
between a production and consumption perspective. The question answered by a marginal
conversion factor is “Which technology will adjust its electricity generation, given a change
in demand?”, which—by definition—requires a consideration of imports. The marginal
generation technology can always be located in a different country.
To derive the marginal technology during every hour of the UCED simulations,
the wholesale price in every country can be used as a proxy. Whenever a country is
importing electricity, the marginal and price-setting technology is located in a different
country. This is the nature of the locational marginal pricing algorithm, which is used in the
UCED model to reflect real-life wholesale pricing to a satisfactory degree. Every technology
in the UCED model has its own unique marginal generation cost, due to the combination
of conversion efficiencies, variable operation and maintenance (O&M), fuel and CO2 costs.
The UCED model’s precise disaggregation of technologies is valuable in this context,
because it enables a wider variety of marginal conversion factors to be identified. This is
more in line with reality and allows for a more precise optimization of controllable electric-
ity demand by individual market participants. If, for example, the applied UCED model
would aggregate all “gas” technologies, then the derived marginal conversion factors
would be extremely unprecise. As shown in Table 3, a variety of CO2 intensities and PEFs
are associated with gas-based generation technologies.
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3. Results
3.1. Overview
Results are generated for all seven scenario-years contained in the TYNDP 2020 frame-
work [57]. The term “scenario-year” is used to refer to the simulation of a particular
combination of a scenario (e.g., “National Trends”) and a year (e.g., 2025). The full list of
scenario-years is NT.2025, NT.2030, NT.2040, DE.2030, DE.2040, GA.2030, and GA.2040.
In each scenario-year simulation, nine varieties of conversion factors are calculated for
each of the 28 countries. First of all, there are two varieties of PEFs (cf. Section 2.4.1). To-
gether with the CO2 intensities, this leads to a sub-total of three conversion factor varieties.
Secondly, average and marginal varieties of each three exist, leading to a sub-total of six. Fi-
nally, the average varieties can be further distinguished into values from a production and
a consumption perspective (cf. Section 2.4), leading to a total of nine conversion factor vari-
eties. Given the large amount of scenario-years, countries and conversion factor varieties,
the total output contains approximately 15 million hourly conversion factor values.
The following sections provide a summarizing overview of these values—focusing
on a number of figures that highlight important findings. An exhaustive discussion and
explanation for every result is infeasible within the constraints of the present paper, which
is why several of the figures in this section are limited to an illustrative subset of the
28 countries contained in the UCED model. However, the complete output database is
made publicly available so it can be examined in full detail by anyone interested in specific
conversion factors (e.g., for a particular country in a particular scenario-year). The complete
conversion factor database can be found on the following URL: http://bit.ly/3uCLx0x
(accessed on 6 March 2021).
Sections 3.2–3.6 discuss average conversion factors (which consider the entire elec-
tricity mix). Unless explicitly stated otherwise, all the discussed values of conversion
factors represent a consumption perspective (whereby the influence of imported electricity is
taken into account). Moreover, all PEF values discussed in Sections 3.2–3.5 are estimated
assuming a value of 1 for hydro, wind and solar. PEF results where the less conventional
value of 0 is assumed, are discussed separately in Section 3.6. Marginal conversion factors
are also discussed separately, in Section 3.7.
3.2. General Future Evolution of Conversion Factors across Europe
Yearly conversion factors can be expected to decrease significantly between 2025 and
2040—mainly driven by the increasing electricity generation by wind and solar
technologies—although we find a considerable heterogeneity across individual countries
(Figure 5a,b). Countries are grouped according to similar values, so differences across
scenario-years can be clearly distinguished. In the year 2025, a number of countries have
CO2 intensities that are already below 50 kg/MWh while others range between 300 and
600 kg/MWh. All CO2 intensities decrease dramatically by the year 2040, although in some
cases (Czechia, Greece and Poland in NT.2040) values are still higher than those of others
in 2025 (Norway and Sweden). A similar dynamic is observed in the case of PEFs.
For the years 2030 and 2040, the three scenarios provide insight into the uncertainty of
the conversion factor estimates. For many cases, uncertainty is limited—for example in the
case of PEFs for Germany, Belgium, Spain, Italy, and the UK. In other cases, uncertainty is
rather high—for example, the CO2 intensity for Czechia. For the year 2030, it is as high as
360 kg/MWh in the National Trends scenario, but as low as 134 kg/MWh in the Distributed
Energy scenario. This can be explained by the difference in installed capacities for solar PV
(4900 MW in NT.2025 versus 10,500 MW in DE.2030).
In addition to the general trend in terms of yearly conversion factors, changes are also
found in terms of the distribution of values within each year (Figure 6a,b). As indicated by
the sample of countries, this is another way in which conversion factors vary significantly
across Europe. All hourly values are plotted as duration curves, meaning that they are
ordered from large to small. This shows that the CO2 intensity in Belgium is close to
0 kg/MWh for approximately 70% of the time in DE.2040 and GA.2040. Across scenarios,
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the duration curves for a particular year mostly overlap, with a few exceptions. Namely,
in the case of CO2 intensities for Ireland, and PEFs for France. Here as well, differences
can be attributed to the installed capacities assumed in each scenario. For example, the cu-
mulative capacity of wind and solar technologies in France is 127 GW in NT.2040, 99 GW
in GA.2040, and 174 GW in DE.2040. An alternative way of visualizing the distribution
of values within each year—which is useful to derive further insights into the results—is
presented in Appendix B.
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Conversion factors can fluctuate on a seasonal level, due to changes in the electricity 
generation mix throughout the year. Across countries, electricity demand may peak in 
either winter or summer, depending (among other things) on peaks in the heating and 
cooling needs of national buildings stocks. On the supply side, solar generation peaks in 
summer while wind generation typically peaks in winter (Figure 7). The combined effect 
of seasonal dynamics on the demand and supply sides differs from country to country. 
Moreover, countries can strengthen or counteract these effects through imports and ex-
ports—which show a degree of seasonality themselves (Figure 8). 
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3.3. Seasonal Variability of Conversion Factors
Conversion factors can fluctuate on a seasonal level, due to changes in the electricity
generation mix throughout the year. Across countries, electricity demand may peak in
either winter or summer, depending (among other things) on peaks in the heating and
cooling needs of national buildings stocks. On the supply side, solar generation peaks
in summer while wind generation typically peaks in winter (Figure 7). The combined
effect of seasonal dynamics on the demand and supply sides differs from country to
country. Moreover, countries can strengthen or counteract these effects through imports
and exports—which show a degree of seasonality themselves (Figure 8).
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Figure 8. Imports and exports in winter and summer. To improve comparability across countries, cumulative amounts of 
(net) import and export are expressed as a share of cumulative demand in the respective period. 
In terms of CO2 intensities, strong seasonal dynamics are observed in several coun-
tries (Figure 9a). For example, Danish hourly values show more variability and are higher 
on average in the winter than in the summer (NT.2025)—which is explained by differences 
in the generation by coal and gas technologies. In Spain on the other hand, the CO2 inten-
sity is higher—on average—in the summer (NT.2025). Cumulatively, Spanish renewables 
cover a smaller share of demand in the summer, while the share covered by gas-based 
generators is higher. Both Belgium and The Netherlands only show a limited seasonality 
in NT.2025, but a large one in NT.2040. For Greece and Poland, the overall drop in CO2 
intensities—from NT.2025 to NT.2040—is a lot more pronounced than the changes to their 
seasonality. 
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In terms of CO2 intensities, strong seasonal dynamics are observed in several coun-
tries (Figure 9a). For example, Danish hourly values show more variability and are higher 
on average in the winter than in the summer (NT.2025) which is explained by differences 
in the generation by coal and gas technologies. In Spain on the other hand, the CO2 inten-
sity is higher on average in the summer (NT.2025). Cumulatively, Spanish renewables 
cover a smaller share of demand in the summer, while the share covered by gas-based 
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Figure 9. Distribution of hourly conversion factor values in winter and summer periods. Countries are grouped according 
to relative values, to optimize comparability across 2025 and 2040. Bottom grey = P5–P25, colored area = P25–P75, top grey 
= P75–P95, white dot = average value: (a) CO2 intensities; (b) primary energy factors (PEFs). 
Seasonal dynamics can also be observed in the case of PEFs (Figure 9b). Here as well, 
changes in the electricity mix result in values that are higher in the summer (as in Greece) 
or the winter (as in Poland). The degree of variability within each season is different across 
countries here as well. While Belgian PEF values are more variable in the summer 
(NT.2025), German and Danish values are more variable in the winter. Meanwhile, French 
values decrease significantly for both seasons between NT.2025 and NT.2040. They also 
become a lot more variable, especially in the winter. 
3.4. Hourly Variability of Conversion Factors 
Figure 3a–d illustrates the translation from the output of the UCED model and the 
flow tracing technique to hourly CO2 intensities and PEFs for a sample period of ten days 
(Belgium in the scenario-year NT.2030). As shown in the bottom part of the Figure 3d, 
hourly conversion factors can fluctuate heavily on an hourly basis—although they can 
also remain relatively stable for a period of several days. Due to the combination of three 
phenomena, hourly conversion factors typically do not exhibit repetitive patterns. 
Namely, the variability of load, imports and renewable energy generation (especially from 
wind, which does not have a repetitive daily cycle like solar). 
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3.4. Hourly Variability of Conversion Factors
Figure 3a–d illustrates the translation fro the output of the CE odel and the
flow tracing technique to hourly CO intensities and PEFs for a sa ple period of ten days
(Belgium in the scenario-year NT.2030). As shown in the bottom part of the Figure 3d,
hourly conversion factors can fluctuate heavily on an hourly basis although they can
also remain relatively stable for a period of several days. Due to the combination of three
phenomena, hourly conversion factors typically do not exhibit repetitive patterns. Namely,
the variability of load, imports and renewable energy generation (especially from wind,
which does not have a repetitive daily cycle like solar).
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In theory, an isolated country that does not make use of renewable electricity
technologies—instead using only a combination of traditional controllable technologies
(e.g., nuclear, coal, and gas)—can be expected to have conversion factors correlating heavily
with the hourly load. However, this type of correlation is almost completely missing in
the interconnected future European electricity system (Figure 10). Within such a system,
conversion factors only correlate clearly with residual load. As shown for Poland, Germany,
and Denmark, hours in which wind and solar technologies are covering a large part of the
national load (i.e., hours with a low residual load) correlate with low CO2 intensities and
PEFs—and vice versa.
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Excess rene able generation is typically exported, or curtailed if necessary.
In terms of repetitive daily patterns in hourly conversion factors, the primary element
to consider is the generation of solar technologies. Countries with a significant share of solar
PV experience distinctive patterns—especially in the summer (Figure 11). For example,
Spanish conversion factors are consistently lower during midday hours in the summer.
On the other hand, countries in which the dominant renewable energy source is wind
energy—which typically peaks in the winter—do not experience daily patterns to the same
degree. For example, Dutch conversion factors are highly variable in almost every hour
of the day (as shown in the winter period)—in NT.2025 as well as NT.2040. The hourly
variability of wind generation does not have a distinctive daily cycle, unlike solar.
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3.5. Impact on Conversion Factors of Taking into Account Imports
As discussed in Section 2.3, conversion factors cannot only be calculated from a
production perspective—in which only the electricity production within a given country is
considered—but also from a consumption perspective—in which imported electricity (and
how it was generated) is also taken into account. While the former can be calculated purely
from the output of the UCED model itself, the latter is calculated using the explained flow
tracing technique.
Taking into account imports can have a significant effect on yearly conversion fac-
tors, although the degree to which differs from country to country and across different
scenario-years (Figure 12a,b). For most countries, both CO2 intensities and PEFs tend to
increase when imports are taken into account, with a few notable exceptions. For example,
the CO2 intensity in Belgium (NT.2025) is 195 kg/MWh from a production perspective,
but only 145 from a consumption perspective (−26%)—largely due to imported electricity
from France.
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depends ersion factor. For example, the Hungarian CO2 intensity in
NT.2040 is increased from 16 to 2 kg/ , i i r eca se
the CO2 impact at such a low intensity is negligible. But the ungarian PEF is decreased
from 2.3 to 1.8 MWhp/MWhe, which can have a considerable impact on the primary
energy estimation for a building, especially if it uses an electricity consuming heat pump.
As another example, the PEF in E tonia is only dec eased from 2.2 to 2.1 MWhp/MWhe
by taking into account imports (NT.2025), but the CO2 intensity is d creased from 426 to
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262 kg/MWh. Such a change has significant consequences when calculating the CO2
emissions associated with an individual electric load, like the charging of an electric vehicle.
Differences between production and consumption perspective conversion factors
mainly depend on two things. Namely, whether a country imports a lot of its consumed
electricity, and whether there are stark differences (in terms of conversion factors) with
the countries it imports from. Countries differ significantly in terms of how much they
import. For example, Belgium is typically a net importer, while France is a net exporter
(as indicated by Figure 8). Total cross-country exchanges of CO2 and primary energy are
discussed in Appendix C.
3.6. Impact of the Assumed Value for Hydro, Wind and Solar on overall PEFs
Assuming a value of 0 instead of 1 MWhp/MWhe in the calculation of the overall
PEF of electricity is found to have a significant impact (Figure 13). On an hourly basis,
the average PEF is sharply reduced, and its variability is increased. This is especially the
case in the scenario-years with a higher penetration of renewables. For example, in The
UK the average drops from 1.6 to 0.9 MWhp/MWhe. Meanwhile, the range between the
5th and 95th percentile values changes from 1.1P5–2.0P95 to 0.2P5–1.6P95 MWhp/MWhe
(NT.2040). The higher variability is also illustrated for Belgium in Figure 3d (NT.2030).
As the generation by wind technologies fluctuates throughout the sampled ten-day period,
the hourly conversion factor profiles fluctuate more intensely as well.
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3.7. arginal Conversion Factors
argi al conversi factors are significantly higher than average ones (Figure 14a,b).
e n r f u iq e ho rl al s is also li ite by the nu ber of potentially ar i l
technolo ies, res lti i ore discrete durati curves. In several countries, national dis-
patc i a i orti y a ics ee to be consi ere car f ll t ex l i t e ar i l
conversion factor profiles.
In elgi , t e ar i al i te sity i .2030 is 0 h f r a r xi atel
50 of the ti e, which results fro a combination of hours in which wind, solar, bio ass,
or nuclear technologies are arginal. In the case of nuclear, the Belgian arginal
intensity is often set by importing from France. Meanwhile, France is found to have
significantly fewer hours in which nuclear is the marginal technology in NT.2025 (co pared
to the other scenario-years). This can be explained by the fact that NT.2025 contains less
wind and solar generation. In the other scenario-years, these renewable technologies more
frequently push fossil technologies out of merit, resulting in French nuclear generators
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becoming marginal most of the time. Finally, marginal PEFs in Germany tends to increase
over time, especially in the Distributed Energy and Global Ambition scenarios. This implies
that the dynamics in these scenarios result in nuclear and fossil technologies with a high
PEF value being marginal more often in Germany.
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4. i i
4.1. er ll al e of the esults
he variability of conversion factors across ti e and space confir s the added value
of the applied spatiotemporal scope. The estimated CO2 intensities and PEFs can be used in
a variety of future research. For example, calculations about the CO2 emissions associated
with charging an EV or about the primary energy use of an individual building can choose
from a multitude of available conversion factors, analyzing the differences they make in the
results. Additionally, conversion factors for different timeframes or countries can be used,
or a choice can be made between average and marginal values, or between production and
consumption perspective values.
Moreover, the variability of conversion factors for a particular year (e.g., 2030) confirms
the importance and added value of the applied scenario approach. It captures the existing
uncertainty around the values for a particular future year, enabling a more robust analysis
whenever conversion factors are used. Calculations about CO2 emissions and primary
energy use can generate a range of results using the values from different scenarios.
As an example, future CO2 intensities for several European countries could be used
to calculate the CO2 emissions associated with the operation of HPs and EVs in the years
2030 and 2040. Previous studies have already calculated the CO2 emissions that are asso-
ciated with such applications, but they were either limited to a single country [31,34,43],
failed to consider the expected future evolutions in conversion factors [4,9,28,67], or
both [23,24,29,41]. By using the presented conversion factor database, these kinds of
limitations could more easily be avoided in future research.
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4.2. Potential Implications of Specific Results
4.2.1. Seasonal Variability
The presented seasonal variability of conversion factors enables the responsible reg-
ulatory parties in European countries to consider whether seasonal values should be
implemented in the official calculation methodologies for building primary energy use,
as previously discussed in [32]. Countries in which PEFs are (expected to become) highly
seasonal, could improve the accuracy of their calculation methods this way. Especially for
building with PV installations—which primarily have an impact on the primary energy
use in the summer—and heat pumps—which primarily have an impact on primary energy
use in the winter.
In other countries, the lack of seasonal variability is itself a useful finding. It informs
those who are in doubt about the necessity of using seasonal values, by indicating that this
may not be necessary in the foreseeable future. For example, in the case of UK PEFs in the
year 2025, which are extremely similar in the summer and winter periods (Figure 9b).
4.2.2. Hourly Variability
The differences across countries in terms of the daily patterns of hourly conversion
factors could have an impact on the control methods used to optimize individual loads.
For example, in the case of an algorithm optimizing the charging profile of an electric
vehicle based on average conversion factors. In the Spanish context, such an algorithm
could simply concentrate EV charging during the midday hours—without necessarily
having to monitor the electricity generation system (Figure 11). In The Netherlands,
on the other hand, the algorithm would need to be fed a constant stream of real-time and
forecasted conversion factors, to automatically concentrate EV charging in whichever hours
are most suitable. The optimal daily timing of EV charging could be a lot more variable in
the latter case than in the former.
On a more general level, the hourly conversion factors are useful in the context
of any exercise in which the CO2 emissions or primary energy use of a certain elec-
trical load are estimated—if data on the electrical load itself is available at an hourly
resolution. Previous studies indicate that the consideration of hourly temporal varia-
tions can have a considerable influence on the outcome of emissions and primary energy
calculations [24–27,30,32,68–70]. For example, when evaluating the operation of a heat
pump, given the fact that its electricity consumption is often skewed towards certain hours
of the day.
4.2.3. Impact of Imports
The results indicate that it can be of considerable importance to take into account
imports in certain countries. Companies and municipalities interested in carbon account-
ing are better informed about the actual CO2 emissions associated with their (future)
electricity consumption. Historically, such entities have often used national conversion
factors, although the values used are often outdated and calculated from a production
perspective [71]. Forward-looking values from a consumption perspective can contribute
towards improving their carbon accounting analyses. Similarly, the fact that imports are
not taken into account in a variety of previous academic studies (e.g., [4,5,28,38–42]) is a
limitation that could be alleviated in future research by using the generated conversion
factor database.
4.2.4. Impact of PEF Calculation Methodology with Respect to Hydro, Wind and Solar
As expected, PEFs are found to be a lot lower when the assumed value for hydro,
wind and solar is 0 MWhp/MWhe—especially in the scenario-years with a high penetration
of these renewable technologies. It is typically up to national regulators and policy makers
to determine the PEF values that should be used in official calculation methodologies (e.g.,
for buildings or electrical household appliances). Choosing for a PEF that is calculated
based on a methodology that tends to result in lower values can have considerable con-
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sequences. When a very low PEF is used (<1)—e.g., the values for Austria and Denmark
in NT. 2025 (Figure 13)—a switch from a fossil-fueled heating system to a heat pump
results in a dramatic decrease of a building’s primary energy use. However, such a low
PEF also implies that a given reduction in electricity use (due to efficiency improvements)
results in a relatively less substantial decrease in primary energy use. This is relevant in
the context of European Member States, which are obliged to meet 2030 energy efficiency
targets—expressed in terms of national primary energy use. Moreover, it is also relevant in
future academic research, given the fact that the “alternative” PEF calculation methodology
(with respect to hydro, wind and solar) is typically left unconsidered in previous stud-
ies (e.g., [20,38,45,52])—even though this methodological choice could have a significant
impact on the results of primary energy calculations.
4.2.5. Marginal Conversion Factors
The marginal conversion factor results are especially relevant in the context of calcula-
tions that try to assess the CO2 or primary energy impact of a specific change in electricity
demand. For example, the developer behind an electrolyser project aimed at producing
green hydrogen could use the output database to calculate the associated CO2 emissions.
As indicated for Belgium, the marginal CO2 intensity in NT.2030 is 0 kg/MWh for ap-
proximately 50% of the time (Figure 14a). This potentially points towards an attractive
opportunity to produce green hydrogen from marginal electricity from the grid, although
the situation changes by the year 2040.
Many of the previous academic studies in which marginal conversion factors are
used do not consider several countries or future timeframes (e.g., [31,39,42,72,73]). Similar
studies that are performed in the future could alleviate these limitations by using the
marginal conversion factors that are contained in the presented database.
4.3. Limitations
The modelling approach and its results are not without their limitations. A first limita-
tion is the fact that—due to the limited set of years included in the ENTSO-E scenarios—the
evolution of conversion factors in the intermediate years remains unclear (e.g., in the years
in between 2030 and 2040). For yearly values, linear interpolation could be used as an
approximation, although this would ignore sudden changes in any particular year—for
example due to a predetermined phase-out calendar for a particular technology. A sec-
ond limitation is the fact that the hourly temporal resolution—which is the best possible
resolution, given the available input data—is insufficient for the rare conversion factor
applications in which an even higher temporal resolution may be preferred.
A third limitation is the fact that the values in the output database are not ideal to
calculate the impact of large-scale changes in electricity demand on the CO2 emissions or
primary energy use of the electricity system in its entirety—to the degree that the changes
are not captured in the ENTSO-E scenarios themselves. For example, an even larger roll-out
of electric vehicles or heat pumps. Although the marginal values in the output database
could be used to estimate the CO2 and primary energy impacts of such roll-outs, different
types of modelling tools are better suited for such a purpose. Namely, investment opti-
mization models that consider the energy sector in its entirety (e.g., TIMES). Such models
endogenize changes in the transport and buildings sectors, translating them into changes to
demand and generation capacities in the electricity sector. However—like all models—they
have limitations of their own. Out of necessity, energy-wide investment optimization
models cannot include the same level of detail about the operation of the electricity sector
itself (compared to the presented UCED model)—failing to capture the seasonal and hourly
dispatching dynamics that make the generated output database possible.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, CO2 intensities and primary energy factors are calculated using a state-
of-the-art UCED model of the European electricity system (28 countries)—allowing for a
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high temporal resolution and a consideration of several future scenarios up to 2040. Flow-
tracing was innovatively applied to the output of this model, to estimate both national
CO2 intensities and PEFs that take into account imports from other countries. The gen-
erated database of conversion factors is made publicly available, to help improve the
evaluation of electricity consuming technologies, which are increasingly important due to
the electrification of transport and heating services. Not only in future academic studies,
but also in non-academic applications like the official calculations of the primary energy
use of buildings.
The database was analyzed from a high-level perspective, revealing several impor-
tant dynamics. First of all, both CO2 intensities and PEFs can be expected to decrease
significantly between 2025 and 2040—although a considerable amount of spatiotemporal
variability exists. Taking into account these future evolutions is important to better under-
stand the emissions and primary energy use of a particular asset (e.g., an EV or a building)
across its operational lifetime. Secondly, considerable temporal variability was found—
both at the seasonal and hourly level. This variability is important to consider whenever an
electrical load is skewed towards particular seasons or hours of the day. Finally, a consider-
able impact was found of taking into account imports and changing the PEF calculation
method with respect to renewable technologies. In both cases, the estimated conversion
factors differ substantially when compared to conventional approaches—affecting the
outcome of CO2 and primary energy estimations for electrical loads.
Future research can further examine the conversion factors contained in the database,
focusing on a particular country or dynamic. For example, delving deeper into the differ-
ences between production and consumption perspective values, or between average and
marginal values—exploring the dynamics across countries and scenarios in greater detail.
Another possibility is for the calculated conversion factors to be used in future analyses
in which the sustainable economic development of different European countries is being
estimated and compared—building further upon the work presented in [74]. Furthermore,
the possibility could be explored of soft-linking with an investment-optimization model
which considers the entire energy sector (including the building stock, transport, and in-
dustrial sectors). Such a model could assess changes to electricity demand and generation
capacities, for example in the case of more aggressive EV or heat-pump roll-outs than
the ones included in the ENTSO-E scenarios. These changes could then be fed into the
developed UCED model, to correctly simulate the dispatch and further update the output
database of conversion factor values.
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Appendix A. Further Details on the UCED Model
Appendix A.1. Objective Function, Decision Variables and Constraints
For every technology included in the model, the installed capacity in every country
is split up into individual generator units according to typical unit sizes per technology.
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This way, the model includes a total of approximately 1700 generator units across Europe.
The model then uses a traditional unit commitment economic dispatch (UCED) approach,
which is widely used to simulate competitive electricity markets. The hourly dispatch of
electricity generators across the entire European region is determined by minimizing the
objective function while respecting a number of constraints. For a review of studies using
similar UCED models, see [56].
The objective function is the sum of all operational costs as well as a cost associated
with failing to meet electricity demand in any country (10.000 €/MWh, which is the
assumed value of lost load). Generator operational costs include start-up costs, variable
O&M costs, fuel and CO2 costs. The decision variables are the amounts of electricity
generated (in MWh) by every generator unit in the entire system, for every hour. For the
hydro and battery technologies that can store energy, the hourly consumption of electricity
(when pumping or charging) forms an additional set of decision variables.
The hourly simulation has a time-horizon of one full year (e.g., 2030), which is split
up into 365 individual optimization problems spanning a single day with 24 hourly time
steps each. These are executed in chronological order, whereby the state of every generator
unit at the end of a simulated day is the starting point of the next day.
Similar to other studies that model the dispatch of generators in the European elec-
tricity system, a perfectly competitive market with perfect foresight was assumed, which
excludes market power dynamics and anti-competitive bidding strategies [75–77]. This is
deemed especially appropriate when simulating the future European system, due to the
ongoing policy and regulatory efforts to facilitate market integration and coupling.
The constraints included in the optimization problem reflect the technical capabilities
of the generators as well as the limitations on the interconnection capacities between
countries. On the generator-side, the primary operational constraint of each generator is its
maximum generation capacity. This is combined with a heat rate to describe its conversion
efficiency. Although linear approaches are sometimes used in the literature, the present
model also includes constraints which turn the simulation into a mixed integer problem
(MIP). These include a minimum up-time and minimum down-time (both expressed in a
number of hours), as well as a minimum generation level (expressed as a percentage of unit
generation capacity). Moreover, the start-up cost and start-up fuel consumption of thermal
generators is variable across three states (hot, warm and cold). Warm-up and cooling times
are used to determine the state of generator units whenever they are activated. Finally,
generator maintenance and forced outage rates are used to model both the expected and
unexpected unavailabilities of their units throughout the year.
All of the mentioned features are included in the model, for it to be as fit-for-purpose
as possible. Namely, to rigorously estimate national CO2 intensities and primary energy
factors, including their dynamics at the hourly level. For example, the MIP constraints
avoid an unrealistically quick succession of start-ups and shut-downs of thermal units (e.g.,
nuclear power plants), as well as an unrealistically low generation level (e.g., generating
at 10% of rated capacity, which is technically infeasible for thermal generators). These
constraints determine the degree to which conversion factors can fluctuate from hour
to hour.
Appendix A.2. Simulation Tool
The software used to develop the model and execute the simulations is PLEXOS,
a sophisticated power systems modelling tool widely used by industry, academia, research
and planning agencies worldwide. PLEXOS is a commercial tool developed by Energy
Exemplar (https://energyexemplar.com accessed on 6 March 2021), but it is free to use for
academic research. Many academic studies have used PLEXOS to examine a diverse range
of topics surrounding renewable energy, generation and transmission expansion planning,
electric vehicles and the interaction between gas and electricity supply [75–91].
At runtime, PLEXOS formulates the equations of the mathematical optimization
problem using an embedded software tool called AMMO, which performs a similar role
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as other mathematical languages including AMPL or GAMS but is developed by Energy
Exemplar. Although PLEXOS formulates customized equations for each generator based
on the exact input data, generic formulations used for the main generator constraints
can be found in [79]. PLEXOS is not a “black box”, since model equations can be openly
viewed and verified in a transparent manner. In our simulations, the mathematical problem
defined by AMMO is solved by the Gurobi 9.1 solver.
Appendix A.3. Weather Year Selection
For every country in the UCED model, the hourly electricity demand as well as the
generation by weather-dependent technologies is based on historical weather conditions.
Demand is sensitive to outside temperatures, to a degree varying from country to country.
Meanwhile, weather dependent generators are constrained by solar irradiation, on- and
offshore wind conditions, precipitation and natural inflows into hydro reservoirs. To make
sure that the simulations—and the resulting conversion factors—reflect average weather
conditions, the historical weather year 2012 was chosen for all of the abovementioned
variables. Research has shown that this the most representative year (together with 1989),
for UCED models covering the entire European system [77]. Selecting the weather year
constitutes a deterministic approach, as opposed to a probabilistic one—as often used in
monte carlo simulations focussing on security of supply. However, the UCED model is still
partially probabilistic, due to the inclusion of forced outages which occur in the simulations
according to assumed probabilities per generation technology.
Appendix A.4. Modelling Approach for Various Non-Traditional Technologies
As shown in Table 1, the UCED model distinguishes several bio-varieties of thermal
technologies. As biofuel prices are not included in the TYNDP 2020 scenario reports,
they are assumed to be in line with traditional fuel prices (e.g., solid biomass is similarly
priced as coal, per GJ). Although this is not ideal, the most important aspect to consider
in this paper is a realistic dispatch of every technology. As the CO2 emission factors of
bio-fuelled technologies are lower than those of fossil-fuelled technologies, their CO2 cost
is lower. Therefore, they will tend to be dispatched more often, which is in line with the
expected generation patterns for biofueled technologies in Europe [57].
The technologies “Other RES” and “Other non-RES” correspond to small-scale biomass
and combined heat and power plants, respectively. These are typically dispatched in a
must-run fashion, and therefore modelled accordingly in the UCED model. To guarantee
realistic capacity factors, values provided by ENTSO-E are applied [54].
The final technologies that require a specific modelling approach are batteries, demand-
side response (DSR) and solar thermal. Battery capacities—in MW and MWh, as defined
for every country—are dealt with in an identical matter as hydro pumped storage. Their
capacity to charge and discharge is optimally utilized on an hourly basis, to help minimize
the objective function. As DSR details are scarce in the TYNDP reports, it is assumed
that it is only activated at times when balancing supply and demand is exceptionally
difficult, at a marginal cost of 300 €/MWh (i.e., more expensive than the last thermal
technology in the merit order) and constrained with a minimum up and down time [54,57].
Finally, the modelling of solar thermal—which has a significant capacity in Spain—is ap-
proached in a manner identical to [92]. Hourly solar irradiation data is used in combination
with energy storage capacities, resulting in a different generation profile than traditional
solar photovoltaics.
Appendix B. Alternative Hourly Distribution Figures
Another way of visualizing the distribution of conversion factor values within each
year facilitates further insights and comparisons between the results for different countries
(Figure A1a,b). For example, by indicating that the variability of hourly CO2 intensities
increases significantly between 2025 and 2030 in the case of Czechia, but not in the case
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of Belgium. In the case of hourly PEFs, values in France only fluctuate between 1 and
2 MWhp/MWhe in the year 2040, while they already do so in Belgium in the year 2030.
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Similarly, it is possible to calculate for every country the total CO2 emissions and 
primary energy use that is associated with its local electricity production. It is then possi-
ble to express for each country the fractions of these totals that were exported to other 
countries (Figure A2b). For example, Italy exports 22% of its production-based CO2 emis-
sions to Switzerland, and Spain exports 15% of its production-based primary energy use 
to Portugal. 
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